Mimicking the Catalytic Center for the Water-Splitting Reaction in Photosystem II
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Abstract: The oxygen-evolving center (OEC) in photosystem II (PSII) of plants, algae and cyanobacteria is a unique natural catalyst that splits water into electrons, protons and dioxygen. The crystallographic studies of PSII have revealed that the OEC is an asymmetric Mn₄CaO₅-cluster. The understanding of the structure-function relationship of this natural Mn₄CaO₅-cluster is impeded mainly due to the complexity of the protein environment and lack of a rational chemical model as a reference. Although it has been a great challenge for chemists to synthesize the OEC in the laboratory, significant advances have been achieved recently. Different artificial complexes have been reported, especially a series of artificial Mn₄CaO₅-clusters that closely mimic both the geometric and electronic structures of the OEC in PSII, which provides a structurally well-defined chemical model to investigate the structure-function relationship of the natural Mn₄CaO₅-cluster. The deep investigations on this artificial Mn₄CaO₅-cluster could provide new insights into the mechanism of the water-splitting reaction in natural photosynthesis and may help the development of efficient catalysts for the water-splitting reaction in artificial photosynthesis.
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1. Introduction

The oxygen-evolving center (OEC) in photosystem II (PSII) of plants, algae and cyanobacteria is a unique natural catalyst that provides electrons and protons to produce the biomass or biofuel, and a dioxygen molecule to maintain the oxygenic atmosphere on our planet [1–8]. Due to its significantly fundamental interests and potential applications, the investigation of the OEC has attracted extensive attention during the last several decades. A long-standing goal in science seeks to reveal the structure-function relationship and the catalytic mechanism of the OEC, which would provide a blueprint to develop efficient artificial catalysts for the water-splitting reaction in artificial photosynthesis [2,7,9,10].

It is well known that the water-splitting reaction involves five different redox states ($S_n$, $n = 0–4$) of the OEC (Figure 1) [11,12], wherein the $S_0$ state is the initial and most reduced state and the $S_i$ state is the dark-stable state. The $S_2$ and $S_3$ states are metastable and decay eventually to the dark-stable $S_i$ state, whereas the $S_4$ state is a transient state that releases dioxygen and decays to the $S_0$ state. In 1980s, it was revealed that the OEC is composed by one calcium and four manganese ions, embedded into
the large protein environment of PSII through some carboxylate and imidazole groups [13–15]. Based on the X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) investigations of the OEC in different S-states, it has been found that changes of the valences of the four manganese ions take place during the catalytic turnover [6,16–19]. The valences for the four manganese ions have been suggested to be $S_0$ (III, III, III, IV) or (II, III, IV, IV), $S_1$ (III, III, IV, IV), $S_2$ (III, IV, IV, IV) and $S_3$ (IV, IV, IV, IV) [17,18,20,21]. This is the “high-oxidation paradigm” that has been widely adopted in the field of photosynthetic research [17,18,20,21]. However, some groups proposed a low-oxidation paradigm, corresponding to $S_0$ (II, III, III, III), $S_1$ (III, III, III, III), or (II, III, III, IV), $S_2$ (III, III, III, IV), and $S_3$ (III, III, IV, IV), respectively [22–27]. The calcium is an indispensable cofactor for the function of the OEC, and its depletion results in the complete loss of the water oxidation capability of PSII and it can only be functionally replaced by strontium [28–30]. The structure and catalytic mechanism of the OEC have attracted extensive studies during the last three decades [2,6,7].

![Diagram of the turnover of the OEC in PSII](image)

**Figure 1.** The turnover of the OEC in PSII. The valences of the four manganese ions in different $S$ states are according to the high-oxidation paradigm (see main text for details).

2. Structure of the OEC

It is a long-standing issue to reveal the detailed structure of the OEC in the field of photosynthetic research. Before the appearance of the crystal structure of PSII, most structural information of the OEC came from X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) [18,20], electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) [6,16,31] investigations, and theoretical calculations [32]. Different structural models were suggested to explain different experimental observations of the OEC in PSII [33–37]. Figure 2A shows the structural model proposed by Zhang et al. in 1999 [37,38] in which, apart from all other models [33–36], the key component of calcium was suggested to be located in the middle of the OEC and connected with four manganese ions through three oxide bridges and two carboxylate groups [37].
The crystal structure of the OEC has emerged since the beginning of this century [39–46]. In 2001, Zouni et al. [40] reported the first crystal structure of PSII from thermophilic cyanobacterium at a resolution of 3.8 Å. In 2004, Ferreira et al. [42] reported the structure of PSII at 3.5 Å resolution, and proposed that the OEC could be comprised of a Mn₃CaO₄ cubane attached with a “dangler” Mn ion via one bridging oxide, which forms a Mn₃CaO₄-cluster. However, the detailed core and peripheral ligands of the OEC were still elusive due to the low resolution and the radiation reduction induced by the X-ray beam during the crystallographic structural determination [45,47–49].

The more detailed structure of the OEC was revealed by the crystal structure of PSII at a resolution of 1.9 Å reported by Umena et al. in 2011 [39]. In this structure, all possible binding ligands of the OEC have been clearly resolved, including four water molecules with one imidazole group from D₁-His552 and six carboxylate groups from D₁-Asp170, D₁-Glu189, D₁-Glu333, D₁-Asp342, D₁-Ala344, and CP₁0-Glu554, respectively. Importantly, one additional μ₂-oxo (O4) bridge linking the dangler Mn and Mn₃CaO₄ cubane in the OEC was observed (Figure 2B). The whole structure of the OEC is an asymmetric Mn₃CaO₄-cluster. In this structure, the key component, Ca²⁺, is located in the middle of the OEC and connected to the four manganese ions through three oxide bridges and two carboxylate groups, which is consistent with our previous proposal (Figure 2A) published in 1999 [37,38].

The structure of the OEC (Figure 2B) was further confirmed by the 1.95 Å resolution data obtained by an X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) reported by Shen’s group [50–52] and other groups [46,53]. It was also supported by the 2.44 Å resolution reported by Hellmich et al. [44] and the 1.87 Å resolution reported by Tanaka et al. [54] when using a conventional synchrotron radiation source at an extremely low X-ray dose (0.03 MGy). Recently, the structure of the OEC in higher plants (e.g., spinach and pea) has also been revealed by single-particle cryo-electron microscopy (Cryo-EM) at the resolution of 3.2–2.7 Å [55,56].

The structures of the S₀ and S₁ states of the OEC have also been reported recently by using XFEL, and it was found that a new oxygen (termed O₆ or O₅) occupies the sixth coordination site of Mn1 during the S₅ → S₆ state transition [51–53]. The structures revealed by XFEL have been suggested to correspond to the native structure of the OEC in PSII [50]. However, consensus of the atom positions of the S₅ state OEC revealed by XFEL is still not fully reached for all structures with the results of extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy studies on the active sample [49,57]. To evaluate the oxidation valences of the four manganese ions in the structure of the OEC revealed by XFEL, we have carried out bond-valence sum (BVS) calculations [58,59]. The BVS method is a popular method in coordination chemistry to estimate the valences of atoms [60,61]. It is derived from the bond-valence model [60], which is a simple yet robust model for validating chemical structures with localized bonds or used to predict some of their properties. This method has been used extensively to estimate the oxidation state of the active site in various metalloenzymes as well [62,63]. Table 1 lists the results of the BVS calculations on the XFEL structures of the OEC in the ‘native’ S₅, S₆, and S₇ states, respectively. Surprisingly, the oxidation valences of the four manganese ions of all
these states are remarkably lower than that of widely adopted Sr(III, III, IV, IV) in the field of photosynthetic research (Figure 1) [16–19]. It is likely that the reduction of the high valences of manganese ions in the OEC could take place during the structural determination. Alternatively, some significant changes of the coordination spheres of the manganese ions in the OEC could take place during the X-ray diffraction measurement [57]. If it was the case, one would expect that the XFEL structures of the OEC would be different from the native structure of these intermediate states during the catalytic cycle. Recently, it has been found that the structural modifications of the OEC would take place due to the radiation damage induced by XFEL such as the position of the µ-oxide bridge (O5, Figure 2), which can be significantly disturbed by XFEL [57,64,65].

Table 1. Bond-valence sum (BVS) calculations on the structures of the OEC revealed at different resolutions in different S states. Roman numerals in parentheses indicate the assignment of the possible oxidation valences of four manganese ions in the OEC based on BVS calculations. All atomic coordinates were taken from the first monomer of PSII in the crystal structure data with the Protein Data Bank (PDB) codes: 4UB6[50], 5B5E[54], 6DHF[53], 6JL[52], 6DHO[53], and 6JLL[52], respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sr (1.95 Å)</th>
<th>Sr (1.87 Å)</th>
<th>Sr (2.08 Å)</th>
<th>Sr (2.15 Å)</th>
<th>Sr (2.07 Å)</th>
<th>Sr (2.15 Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4UB6)</td>
<td>(5B5E)</td>
<td>(6DHF)</td>
<td>(6JL)</td>
<td>(6DHO)</td>
<td>(6JLL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn1</td>
<td>3.075 (II)</td>
<td>3.244 (II)</td>
<td>3.232 (III)</td>
<td>3.204 (III)</td>
<td>3.901 (IV)</td>
<td>4.300 (IV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn2</td>
<td>3.237 (III)</td>
<td>3.057 (III)</td>
<td>4.316 (IV)</td>
<td>3.775 (IV)</td>
<td>4.193 (IV)</td>
<td>3.852 (IV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn3</td>
<td>2.980 (III)</td>
<td>2.951 (III)</td>
<td>3.784 (IV)</td>
<td>3.347 (III)</td>
<td>3.232 (III)</td>
<td>3.243 (III)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn4</td>
<td>2.318 (II)</td>
<td>2.603 (III)</td>
<td>3.139 (III)</td>
<td>2.597 (III)</td>
<td>2.932 (III)</td>
<td>2.531 (III)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Mechanism for the Water-Splitting Reaction in the OEC

Based on recent crystallographic studies [39,42,46,50–53], spectroscopic investigations, and theoretical calculations [17,18,66–75], different proposals for the O-O bond formation have been suggested [6,49,66,75–81]. Figures 3–6 show four typical proposals from different groups.

The mechanism in Figure 3 was suggested by Barber’s group [77] in which the two oxygens of two water molecules (W2 and W3, Figure 2B) were proposed to serve as the oxygen sources for the formation of the O-O bond. The key feature of this mechanism is that the O-O bond is formed by a nucleophilic attack of a calcium ligated hydroxyl group onto an electrophilic o xo of MnIV≡O or MnIV×-O×, derived from the deprotonation of the second substrate water molecule. Similar proposals have been suggested by other groups [80,82,83]. However, this proposal was not supported by a recent theoretical calculation reported by Siegbahn [84].
Figure 3. One possible mechanism for the water-splitting reaction by OEC suggested by Barber’s group [77]. Significant changes during the catalytic cycle are given in a red color. Mn and Ca are shown in brown and green, respectively. Roman numerals indicate the oxidation states of manganese ions. For clarity, all protein ligands of the OEC are omitted.

The second proposal for the mechanism of the water-splitting reaction was suggested by Ishikita’s group, as shown in Figure 4 [79]. In this mechanism, the μ-oxide bridge (O4) and one water molecule (W1) were suggested to provide the oxygen atoms to form the O-O bond. The key feature of this proposal is that the O-O bond is formed through the coupling of a bridged oxo and an Mn(IV)-O* oxyl radical. However, the valences (III, IV, IV, IV) of the four manganese ions in the S3 state were not consistent with the widely accepted valences of (IV, IV, IV, IV) [17,18,20].

Figure 4. The second proposal for the O-O bond formation involving the μ-oxide bridge (O4) and one water molecule (W1) on the dangling Mn [79]. All other depictions are the same as that in Figure 3. For clarity, all protein ligands of the OEC are omitted. The proton released during the S3→S4 state transition is from D1-Asp61 instead of the binding water molecule.
The third mechanism was first suggested by Siegbahn based on theoretical calculations [67] (Figure 5). The main feature of this proposal is that the μ-oxide bridge (O5) serves as the active site for the O-O bond formation. According to this mechanism, the release of O2 from the S4 state would result in the formation of four unsaturated metal ions, which includes three 5-coordinated manganese (i.e. Mn1, Mn3, Mn4) and one 6-coordinated calcium. This could certainly require very high activation energy [85]. Thus, one would expect that the dioxygen release could be the rate-limited step during the catalytic cycle. However, this is inconsistent with the fast release of the O2 observed in the natural system [2,86]. Although some spectroscopic studies [6,74] show experimental evidence to support this proposal to some degree [78], it is still an open question whether the Mn1 is the active site for the binding site of the second substrate water molecule [2,7,58,59]. In addition, it is also noted that the suggestion of the protonated μ-oxide bridge (i.e., OH) for O5 in the S0 state has not been supported by the theoretical studies from the other group [65,87].

Figure 5. The third proposal for the O-O bond formation involving the μ-oxide bridge (O5) [52,67,78]. All other depictions are the same as that in Figure 3. For clarity, all protein ligands of the OEC are omitted.

Figure 6 shows a hypothesis proposed by Zhang and Sun [88]. In all previous proposals, the highest oxidation valance of the manganese ion was MnV (e.g., Figure 3). Remarkably, in the proposal shown in Figure 6, the authors suggested that the highest oxidation valance of the manganese ion, MnVII, could be present in the S4 state induced by charge and structural rearrangements of the first coordination spheres around the MnVII-oxo site on the dangling Mn4 with de-coordination and re-coordination of carboxylates (D1-Glu333 and D1-Asp170) [88]. Generally, MnVII ion displays a special UV-visible absorption at a range of 400–600 nm. Therefore, if this is the case, one could observe the typical MnVII absorption feature during the turnover of the catalytic cycle.
As mentioned above, although various mechanisms for the water-splitting reaction have been proposed [67,77,79,80,82,89,90], the detailed mechanism for the O-O bond formation is still elusive [2,7,59] mainly due to the complexity of the huge protein environment and the dynamic structural changes of the OEC during the water-splitting reaction. In this regard, precisely structural data for different S states of the OEC are still highly required in the future [46,51–53,77,85].

4. Challenge for the Synthesis of the OEC in the Laboratory

In order to better understand the structure and properties of the OEC as well as to develop highly efficient and cheap man-made catalysts for the water-splitting reaction to overcome the bottleneck of the artificial photosynthesis, many groups have tried to synthesize the OEC in the laboratory since the 1990s. However, it was a great challenge for chemists to synthesize the whole structure of the OEC due to several reasons [38,91] including: i) It is very difficult to incorporate Ca$^{2+}$ into the Mn$_{4}$-cluster through $\mu$-oxo bridges because the affinity of Ca$^{2+}$ to $\mu$-oxo is significantly weaker than that of the Mn ion. In general, only a homometallic cluster, instead of the heterometallic manganese-calcium cluster, can be isolated. ii) The core structure of the OEC is an asymmetric Mn$_{4}$Ca-cluster [1]. It was fully unknown whether such an asymmetric structure could be synthesized in a chemical system. iii) The ligands of the natural OEC are mainly composed of carboxylate groups and water molecules, which are drastically different from the multi-pyridine ligands used in most previous chemical model systems [92–95]. iv) The redox potential of the OEC is very high (+0.8 to +1.0 V vs. normal hydrogen electrode(NHE)) [4,96] due to the presence of the high valence Mn(IV)/Mn(III) ions.

A large number of artificial Mn complexes have been reported in the literature [82,92,95,97–104]. Among them, tetra-manganese complexes containing MnO$_6$-cubane [101,105–108] are attractive. However, both the structure and properties of most model complexes are remarkably different from that of the OEC in a natural system.

Significant advances for the synthesis of the OEC have emerged since 2011. Agapie’s group reported the first artificial Mn$_4$CaO$_4$-cluster using a multi-pyridylalkoxide ligand (i.e., 1,3,5-triarylbenzene motif appended with alkoxide and pyridine donors) [107] (Figure 7A and 7B). By treating the Mn$_4$CaO$_4$-cluster with Ln(_CF$_3$SO$_3$)$_3$ (Ln = La$^{3+}$, Ce$^{3+}$, Gd$^{3+}$, etc), they isolated different

Figure 6. The hypothesis for the O-O bond formation involving a Mn$^{IV}$ species [88]. All other depictions are the same as that in Figure 3. For clarity, all protein ligands of OEC are omitted. During the Si→S4 state transition, two protons of two hydroxide groups bound to the dangling manganese ion are delivered to D$_{1}$-Asp$^{170}$ and D$_{2}$-Glu$^{333}$, respectively [88].
Mn:LnO₄-clusters, and observed a linear correlation between the redox potential of the cluster and the pKa of the lanthanide metal ions [109]. The same group reported a series of analogues or derivatives [110] for the artificial Mn:CaAgO₄-complex [111] (Figures 7C and 7D).

In 2012, Christou’s group reported the Mn:CaO₄-complex with one Ca²⁺ attached to the Mn:CaO₄ cubane [112] (Figures 7E and 7F). Distinct from previous Mn:CaO₄-complexes and its derivatives, the peripheral ligands of the Mn:CaO₄-complex are pivalic anions or neutral pivalic acid, which closely mimics the peripheral carboxylate ligands of the OEC in PSII. In these artificial complexes, all the manganese ions are in an IV oxidation state, and the typical bond lengths for Mn–O and Ca–O range from 1.8–1.9 Å to 2.4–2.7 Å, respectively. The distances of the Mn...Mn and Mn...Ca range from 2.7–2.8 Å to 3.2–3.5 Å, respectively.

In 2014, we reported a heterometallic cluster containing two MnIV₃SrO₄-clusters linked by one μ₂-oxide bridge [113], which mimics the three types of oxide bridges (μ₁-oxide, μ₂-oxide, and μ₄-oxide) and the Mn:SrO₄ cubane of the Sr²⁺-containing OEC [30] at the same time (Figure 8).

---

**Figure 7.** Structures of artificial complexes containing the Mn:CaO₄ cubane. (A) Core structure of the Mn:CaO₄-complex [107]. (B) Whole structure of the Mn:CaO₄-complex [107]. (C) Core structure of the Mn:CaAgO₄-complex [111]. (D) Whole structure of the Mn:CaAgO₄-complex [111]. (E) Core structure of the Mn:CaO₄-complex [112]. (F) Whole structure of the Mn:CaO₄-complex [112]. Distances are given in Å units. Mn, Ca, Ag, O, N, F, S, and C are shown in purple, green, gray, orange, blue, green yellow, bright yellow, and yellow, respectively. For clarity, all hydrogen atoms are not shown.
It should be pointed out that, even though all complexes shown in Figures 7 and 8 have mimicked some key structural motifs of the Mn$_4$CaO$_4$ or Mn$_6$Sr$_2$O$_9$ cubane in the OEC, until recently, it remains a great challenge to synthesize the entire Mn$_4$Ca-cluster with similar ligands, as seen in the OEC of PSII.

5. Closer Mimicking of the OEC

Inspired by the evolution of the OEC [114] and assembly processes of the OEC in PSII [115–117], in 2015, we successfully prepared the first artificial Mn$_4$CaO$_4$-cluster [118] (Figure 9 C and D), which was synthesized through a two-step procedure using inexpensive commercial chemicals. The first step was to synthesize a precursor through a reaction of Bu$^n$NMnO$_4$ ($Bu^n$ = n-butyl), Mn(CH$_3$CO$_2$)$_2$ · (H$_2$O)$_4$, and Ca(CH$_3$CO$_2$)$_2$ · H$_2$O (molar ratio of 4:1:1) in boiling acetonitrile in the presence of an excess of pivalic acid. The second step was to treat the precursor with organic base (pyridine) in ethyl acetate, which leads to the formation of a final product. We have found that both the acetonitrile solvent and pivalic acid are crucial for the formation of the final product, and the replacements of them by other organic solvents (e.g., THF, CH$_3$OH) and/or organic acids (e.g., acetic acid and propionic acid) lead to failing to prepare the Mn$_4$CaO$_4$-complex.

The artificial Mn$_4$CaO$_4$-complex contains a Mn$_4$Ca$_4$O$_8$ cubane attached with a dangler Mn ion, which forms an asymmetric Mn$_4$CaO$_4$-core structure. This is exactly the same as the OEC structure proposed by Ferreira et al. in 2004 [42]. The surrounding ligands of the Mn$_4$Ca$_4$O$_8$-cluster are provided by eight (CH$_3$)$_3$C$^+$CO$_2^-$ anions and three exchangeable neutral ligands (two pivalic acid and one pyridine molecules), which are similar to the peripheral ligands of the OEC (Figure 9B).

It should be pointed out that the structure of the artificial Mn$_4$Ca$_4$O$_8$-cluster is well-defined and the effect from the X-ray radiation reduction is limited mainly due to the absence of water as solvent in the crystal of the artificial Mn$_4$CaO$_4$-complex. BVS calculations have clearly shown that the oxidation states of the four manganese ions of the artificial Mn$_4$CaO$_4$-complex are (III, III, IV, IV), which are essentially the same as that proposed for the OEC in the S$_1$ state in the high-oxidation paradigm (Figure 1).
Figure 9. Structures of the natural OEC [50] (A, B) and the artificial Mn4Ca-cluster [118] (C, D). Distances are given in Å units. Mn, Ca, O, N and C are shown in purple, green, orange, blue, and yellow, respectively. The oxidation states of the four manganese ions in A are directly taken from the previous suggestion [50], which are different from the BVS calculations listed in Table 1. For clarity, all the methyl groups and hydrogen atoms are not shown.

The similarity between the artificial Mn4CaO4-cluster and the natural OEC was further supported by the observation of four redox transitions revealed by cyclic voltammogram (CV) measurements (Figure 10). The redox potential of ~ 0.8 eV (vs. NHE) for the S1→S2 transition of artificial Mn4CaO4-complex is close to the estimated potential of the corresponding OEC redox transition (≥0.9 V) [4, 96], but it is remarkably different from that of the previously Mn3CaO4-complex without a dangling Mn ion [107]. This result indicates that the dangler manganese ion could play a crucial role in tuning the redox potential of the Mn4CaO4-cluster.
Moreover, the one-electron oxidation of the artificial MnCaO₄-complex gave rise to two distinct electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signals ($g \approx 4.9$ and $g = 2.0$) [118] (Figure 11), which is similar to the $g \approx 4$ and $g = 2.0$ EPR signals observed in PSII for the OEC in the $S_2$ state [16,119–123]. In the field of photosynthetic research, the latter two EPR signals have been considered as fingerprint spectroscopic characteristics to evaluate the structure and function of the OEC. Therefore, the experimental observation of two EPR signals suggested that the artificial MnCaO₄-cluster would have a similar electronic structure as that of the OEC in the biological system.

The origin of the $g = 2$ and $g \approx 4$ EPR signals in both natural and artificial MnCa-clusters have been theoretically investigated recently [71,72,100,120,124–128]. It was suggested that the two EPR signals could be raised from two different conformations of the OEC in the $S_0$ state [72,120,125], and the $g = 2$ EPR signal could correspond to the structure with an open MnCaO₄ cubane, while the $g \approx 4$ EPR signal may be raised with a closed MnCaO₄ cubane. Narzi et al. suggested that the conversion between these two conformations could be crucial for the function of the OEC [71]. On the contrary, Corry and O’Malley suggested that the high-spin ($g \approx 4$) and low spin ($g = 2$) EPR signals could be raised from the same conformation of the OEC, but have different protonation states of O₄ (i.e., $\mu$-O²⁻ or $\mu$-OH) in the MnCaO₄-cluster [125]. Pushkar et al. recently proposed that the high spin ($g = 4$) EPR signal could be raised from the early binding of the substrate oxygen to the five-coordinate Mn ion in the $S_0$ state [128]. Some theoretical studies on the two EPR signals of the artificial MnCaO₄-cluster have been reported [126,127], while the real origin of these signals is still elusive. So far, the origin of these two EPR signals observed in both a natural and artificial MnCa-cluster is still an open question [123,124,128,129]. Considering the lack of $\mu$-oxo (O₄) in the reported artificial MnCaO₄-cluster resulting in a large and significant change in the orientation of dangling Mn₄ as compared to the MnCaO₄-cluster in OEC, we suggest that the precise mimic of the OEC with the presence of the $\mu$-oxo (O₄) is pressingly needed in the future. This would provide crucial information for the entities and process of the biological MnCaO₄-cluster in PSII.
Figure 11. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra for the artificial Mn₄CaO₄-cluster [118] (top) and natural Mn₄CaO₅-cluster [16] (below) in the S₂ state.

Figure 12. Catalytic properties of the artificial Mn₄CaO₅-cluster [118]. Cyclic voltammogram (CV) measurement of the artificial Mn₄CaO₅-complex in acetonitrile with different amounts of H₂O. The inset shows the CV without H₂O (0% H₂O).

Considering the close mimicking of both the geometric and electronic structures as well as the redox properties of the OEC, we expect that the artificial Mn₄CaO₅-cluster should be able to serve as a catalyst for the water-splitting reaction. A remarkable catalytic current was observed during the CV measurement in the presence of an artificial Mn₄CaO₅-complex and 1% water in acetonitrile [118] (Figure 12). The artificial Mn₄CaO₅-complexes can also catalyze an oxygen-evolving reaction efficiently by using (CH₃)₃COOH (tert-butyldihydroperoxide) as an oxidant in acetonitrile [130]. However, it should be pointed out that the artificial complex is very sensitive to the experimental
conditions. Quantification of the catalytic reaction is difficult due to the rapid degradation of the catalyst in the presence of water in solution. Particularly, the calcium ion in the artificial cluster has been found to be easily dissociated in the presence of water, which leads to the formation of multi-manganese complexes.

To improve the stability of the artificial Mn₄CaO₄-cluster, we have recently prepared two new Mn₄CaO₄-clusters with an exchangeable solvent known as acetonitrile or N, N-dimethylformamide (DMF) [58] on the calcium, as shown in Figure 13. Remarkably, the replacement of one or two ligands on the calcium by organic solvent molecules does not modify the core structure and valences of the four manganese ions as well as the main peripheral environmental ligands. More importantly, these new Mn₄CaO₄-clusters become more stable in the polar solvent, which may provide a great opportunity to investigate the catalytic activity of the artificial Mn₄CaO₄-cluster in the future.

![Figure 13](image)

**Figure 13.** Crystal structures of two new artificial Mn₄CaO₄-complexes with an exchangeable solvent, acetonitrile (A, B) and DMF (C, D) on the calcium [58]. Mn, Ca, O, N, and C are shown in purple, green, orange, blue, and yellow, respectively. Distances are given in Å. The oxidation states of four manganese ions are obtained by the BVS calculation. For clarity, all the methyl groups in pivalic groups and hydrogen atoms are omitted.

6. Implications for the Mechanism of the Water-Splitting Reaction in OEC

Artificial Mn₄CaO₄-clusters shown in Figure 9 and 13 have mimicked the main structural motifs of the OEC, which could provide distinct chemical insight into understanding the principle of the OEC [111–113]. First, the successful isolation of different artificial Mn₄CaO₄-complexes demonstrates that the Mn₄CaO₄-cluster is thermodynamically stable, which supports the proposal that the Mn₄CaO₄-cluster could be an evolutionary origin of the natural OEC by Barber [114]. Second, from the structure of an artificial Mn₄CaO₄-cluster, we can clearly see that the μ₄-O²⁻ bridge (O5) is tightly bound to four metal ions (one calcium and three manganese ions). This is a position less prone to be removed or replaced, which indicates that the similar μ₄-O²⁻ bridge (O5) in OEC could not be directly involved in serving as an oxygen source to form the O-O bond, as proposed recently [6,46,60,61,64]. Kawashima et al. have recently proposed that the μ₄-O²⁻ bridge (O4) in OEC (Figure 4) may play a role as the substrate binding site to form the O-O bond [65]. In this proposal and some previous
suggestions [63,66,68], the Mn$_4$Ca$_5$O$_{15}$ fragment does not undertake significant changes during the water-splitting reaction, which is consistent with the isolation of the stable artificial Mn$_4$CaOs-clusters described in this case. It should be pointed out that the μ-O$^-$ (O4) in OEC is absent in the artificial Mn$_4$CaOs-cluster [86,115], which is replaced by a bridging carboxyl group in the latter. Clearly, the future investigation of this missing μ-O$^-$ bridge in an artificial MnCa-cluster may provide new insights into the mechanism for the O-O bond formation during the OEC turnover.

7. Conclusions

In summary, the crystallographic studies of PSII have revealed that the OEC is composed of an asymmetric Mn$_4$CaO$_{15}$-cluster. Although extensive investigations have been carried out on both the natural and artificial OEC in the last three decades, the detailed mechanism for the water-splitting reaction in a natural system is still elusive due to the complexity of the large protein environment and structural uncertainty of the OEC in different S-states during the catalytic turnover. A long-standing goal in science seeks to understand the structure-function relationship of the OEC and develop efficient man-made water-splitting catalysts in artificial photosynthesis. Recently, different model complexes have been synthesized to mimic the OEC in the laboratory where the artificial Mn$_4$CaOs-cluster closely mimics both the geometric and electronic structures of the OEC. This artificial Mn$_4$CaOs-cluster provides a rational chemical model to investigate the structure-function relationship of the OEC, and also sheds new insights into the mechanism of the water-splitting reaction in natural photosynthesis. These recent advances in the mimicking of the OEC may help develop efficient man-made catalysts for the water-splitting reaction by using earth-abundant and non-toxic chemical elements in artificial photosynthesis in the future.
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